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LEVEL ONE – Making Meaning
Solve visually:

Use your fraction template if you like.

1. 1. Add 5/9 and 2/3 by drawing it below. What is the sum?

We often see the dots on the shaded
boxes, as students COUNT the sum.

Answer:

Answer:

2. Add 5/6 and 3/4 by shading below. What is the sum?

3. Add 1/2 and 5/6 by shading below. Use 2 bars with SIX boxes.
What is the sum?

Answer:

Note: this is slightly more difficult
because students must draw the SIX
boxes themselves. We talk about
“Six-peak Toblerones.”

LEVEL TWO – Egyptian Fractions
1. Label each row at right. (12ths, halves, etc).
Color them in if you like.
Can you build THIRTEEN 12ths, using exactly
three blocks, each of a different color?
Shade in your answer below:
12
12

Write the equation here:

+

13
12

13
12

+

=

2. Label each row at right.
(18ths, halves, etc).
Color them in if you like.

18ths
½
Can you build ELEVEN 18ths, 1/3
using exactly
1/6
two blocks, each of a different
color? Shade in your answer 1/9
below:
11
18

Write the equation here:

LEVEL THREE

+
Answers may vary.

=

11
18

18
18

7. Grace chooses five different numbers from the list 1, 2, 3,/4,5,6, 7/8, 9,(10/'
Two of those numbers are 4 and 5, and they are the only two numbers she
picks that differ by 1. What is the greatest possible sum of the five numbers?
("Differ by one" means they are only one apart, like 4 and 5, or 8 and 9, or 90 and 91.)

•
8. A man who had 12 horses and 3 children wrote his will to leave 1/2 of his horses to Pat, 1/3 to
Chris and 1/12 to Sam. However, just after he died one of his horses died too.
The family lawyer showed up (on his horse) to help with the estate. How did the family divide
the 11 remaining horses so as to fulfil the terms of the will (without cutting any horses in half!)

